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make More of your

Dewhirst in line for national award

Wednesday highlights
waterloo road

one of Leicester’s leading kitchen
retailers has reached the national finals
of an industry-wide competition –
thanks to its outstanding reputation for
customer service.
Dewhirst Kitchens has been
nominated as a finalist in the
prestigious kbbreview awards 2012.
The national awards are organised by
kbbreview, the UK’s leading magazine
for the kitchen and bathroom industry.
The Leicester-based business has
reached the finals of the customer
service award for kitchens after glowing
reviews from a mystery shopper.
Damian Dewhirst, managing director
of Dewhirst Kitchens, said: “We are
delighted to have been nominated for
the prestigious kbbreview awards.
“The secret shopper endorses our
aim to offer a tranquil and friendly
environment to our customers, relaxing

BBC One, 8pm
in the first of a new series for the
comprehensive school drama, Ms
Diamond (Jaye Jacobs) has her
hands full as the school is infiltrated
by a local gang – the DSC.
Meanwhile, Tariq’s attempts to put
his bad old ways behind him are
challenged by new pupil Mason, fresh
out of youth detention.
It seems Finn is the object of the
gang’s attention, and when Mason
secures a knife, things go from bad
to worse.

winterwatch

BBC Two, 9pm
what do you do when you’ve created
a hit nature strand like Autumnwatch?
Simple. Just make a series of seasonal
shows which also revel in the
gloriousness of British wildlife.
Whether you’re keeping the local
birds happy with hanging feeders in the
garden, or are plagued by foxes rooting
through your bins, there’s plenty of
activity happening on your doorstep,
and the Beeb is keen to document
some of the most stunning moments.

kidnap and ransom

benidorm

BBC Three, 9pm
big things are expected of this sitcom,
particularly as it’s from the pen of Chris
Reddy, one of the writers of the muchloved That Mitchell and Webb Look.
The first episode introduces us to
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DELIGHTED: Damian Dewhirst

CONFRONTATION: Sarah Hadland stars in the new series of school drama Waterloo Road

Friday highlights

pramface

them into our atmosphere away from
the busy high street. A friendly and
genuine approach from designers who
care, with real, professional, in-depth
knowledge, expertise and experience.
“Customer service is as important as
ever. A large amount of our work comes
from past customers, recommendations and referrals and we hope this
nomination will give customers even
more confidence in us.”
Tim Wallace, editor of kbbreview,
said the awards aimed to recognise and
reward excellence in the kitchen and
bathroom industry.
“All the finalists have a passion for
this industry and to be shortlisted is
such an admirable achievement, and
Damian should be very proud, he said.

“It is amazing that the industry
continues to produce such great
talent in the current economic climate.
“This year’s entries have been superb
and the standard incredibly high. We
would like to wish Dewhirst Kitchens
the best of luck and congratulate them
on being chosen as a finalist.”
Dewhirst Kitchens is a member of the
only national trade association for
specialist kitchen bathroom and
bedroom retailers, the Kitchen
Bathroom Bedroom Specialists
Association.
Established for more than 50 years,
offering kitchens from £6,000 to
£60,000, Dewhirst is the first choice for
top quality and excellent value.
■ For more information about
Dewhirst Kitchens, telephone 0116 255
5745 or visit the website at:
www.dewhirstkitchens.co.uk

No two kitchens are the same. Yours will be unique. A one off that we create for you.
Simple forms, new materials, new designs to accommodate your living style, whilst still providing
uncompromising quality, precision manufacture with outstanding craftsmenship and design.

Thursday highlights
ITV1, 9pm
dominic King, played by Trevor Eve,
is back as the globetrotting hostage
negotiator who brings nerves of steel to
his stressful, demanding job.
In tonight’s episode, a group have
hijacked a tourist coach in Indian
Kashmir. It’s down to King to talk
persuasively to the hijacker-in-chief.
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BE DIFFERENT.

10 o’clock live

Channel 4, 10pm
satire is back! Charlie Brooker,
David Mitchell, Jimmy Carr and Lauren
Laverne examine the news of the week,
with some satirical sideswipes and
sustained attacks of logic.
The foursome are joined by a myriad
of guests from the worlds of politics,
science and culture for debates,
interviews, investigations and
opinion pieces.

Home

18-year-old Laura, who’s a little worse
for wear when she first pops up on
screen. That perhaps explains why, at a
party, she throws herself at Jamie.
A few weeks later, Laura discovers
she’s pregnant – and that Jamie is only
16. Oh dear.

catholics

BBC Four, 9pm
richard Alwyn’s new, three-part
documentary offers an insight into
Catholicism and its status in 21stcentury Britain. One edition focuses on
women, another is about children, but
the first deals with men, paying
particular attention to those studying
to become priests.

saturday, february 18, 2012

ITV1, 9pm
itv hasn’t got much of a pedigree for
comedy, but Benidorm has been a
bona fide hit. Things are shaken up this
season, as fresh faces appear in the
sunshine resort, including the Solana
resort’s new manager Joyce Temple
Savage (played by Loose Women’s
Sherrie Hewson).

room 101

BBC One, 8.30pm
comedian Rhod Gilbert goes gripe to
gripe with former businessman Nick
Hewer and brainbox Carol Vorderman
in this comedy panel game.
How they will get on is anybody’s

guess; but compere Frank Skinner is
bound to find the funny edges.
So who will be the most persuasive,
and get their pet hates into George
Orwell’s ominous room?

the ronnie wood show

Sky Arts 1, 11pm
ronnie Wood’s musical pedigree is
unsurpassed, so music lovers everywhere are excited about this new series
on Sky Arts.
Following on from his award-winning radio show, Ronnie presents a 10part series in which he welcomes top
artists for impromptu jamming, lively
chat and a chance to reminisce.
First up is wild man Alice Cooper.
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OVER 50 YEARS OF

VISIT US

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE THROUGH THE KBSA

AWARD WINNING

at our Leicester showroom,
a truly inspirational collection
of 24 displays over 3 floors
with the very latest in traditional
& contemporary designs.

Dewhirst Kitchens as a member of the KBSA, has a full
Consumer care plus facility which protects consumers
deposits, advance payments and work in progress.
It also extends the warranty period for up to 6 years.

KITCHENS IN
LEICESTER

oadby design studio
33 London Road, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5DL
Telephone: 0116 271 7021
www.oadbydesignstudio.co.uk
enquiries@oadbydesignstudio.co.uk. Parking available

ASK IN-STORE FOR DETAILS.

0116 255 5745 WWW.DEWHIRSTKITCHENS.CO.UK
OUR LEICESTER SHOWROOM IS LOCATED AT 98 GRANBY STREET, LEICESTER LE1 1DU

Registered through:
KBSA

